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Dynamical 1ÕN approach to time-dependent currents through quantum dots
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A systematic truncation of the many-body Hilbert space is implemented to study how electrons in a quantum
dot attached to conducting leads respond to time-dependent biases. The method, which we call the dynamical
1/N approach, is first tested in the most unfavorable case, the case of spinless fermions (N51). We recover the
expected behavior, including transient ringing of the current in response to an abrupt change of bias. We then
apply the approach to the physical case of spinning electrons,N52, in the Kondo regime for the case of
infinite intradot Coulomb repulsion. In agreement with previous calculations based on the noncrossing approxi-
mation, we find current oscillations associated with transitions between Kondo resonances situated at the Fermi
levels of each lead. We show that this behavior persists for a more realistic model of semiconducting quantum
dots in which the Coulomb repulsion is finite.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of strongly interacting electrons confined
low spatial dimensions and driven out of equilibrium is s
poorly understood. Recent advances in the construction
small quantum dot devices have opened up the possibilit
studying in a controlled way the nonequilibrium behavior
strongly correlated electrons. For instance the Kondo eff
which was first observed in metals with dilute magne
impurities,1 has now been seen in measurements of the c
ductance through a single-electron transistor2 ~SET!, in ac-
cord with theoretical predictions.3 Most experiments so fa
have focused on steady state transport through a quan
dot.

Several theoretical approaches have been develope
calculate electrical transport properties in a far from equi
rium situation. Currents generated by a large static bias
plied to the leads of a quantum dot in the Kondo regime h
been analyzed in some detail using the Keldysh formal
combined with the noncrossing approximation~NCA!.4 Re-
markably, stationary currents may also be found exactly w
the use of the Bethe ansatz.5 Exact treatments at specia
points in parameter space have also been carried out.6 More
recently, attention has been paid to time-dependent phen
ena in quantum many-body systems.6–13 By looking at the
response of an interacting dot to a time-dependent poten
Plihal, Langreth, and Nordlander studied the several t
scales associated with different electronic processes.7 The
response to a sinusoidal ac potential9,14,15 in the Kondo re-
gime has been studied both in the low13 and high frequency
limits.16

The NCA has been the most commonly used approxim
tion to obtain response currents due to an external app
pulse. The exact solution at the Toulouse point corrobora
many of the NCA results.6 However, NCA calculations have
mostly focused on the Kondo regime at not too low tempe
tures, because in the mixed-valence regime, or at low t
peratures, the NCA is known to give spurious results.17 In
0163-1829/2004/69~11!/115304~12!/$22.50 69 1153
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practice the NCA has usually been limited to studies in
U→` limit. For a typical SET, the ratio of the Coulom
repulsion in the dot to the dot-lead coupling strength ran
over U/D'10–20. Other numerical techniques, such as
numerical renormalization group~RG!, have also been
used18 to calculate the conductance through dots. Howev
these methods seem to be limited to the static linear-resp
regime. Perturbative RG methods19 have been used to ana
lyze nonequilibrium transport through dots in the Kon
regime.20 Recent progress in extending density matrix ren
malization group ~DMRG! methods to explicitly time-
dependent problems has been recently achieved with
time-dependent density-matrix renormalization gro
~TDMRG!.21

In this paper we introduce a dynamical 1/N approach,
whereN counts the number of spin components of the el
tron. Physical electrons correspond toN52 ~spin-up or spin-
down!. We will also have occasion to consider spinless el
trons (N51) as this case permits a comparison with kno
exact results for noninteracting electrons. Higher values
N.2 are of actual physical interest too, as these can oc
when there are additional orbital and channel degenerac
The model we study possesses a global SU~N! spin symme-
try.

Unlike NCA, the dynamical 1/N approach is systematic in
the sense that it includes all Feynman diagrams up throu
given order in 1/N; not only a certain class of them. A
crossing diagrams are neglected in the NCA it is of inter
to compare the two approaches. The static version of theN
expansion is a type of configuration-interaction~CI! expan-
sion of the sort familiar to quantum chemists. The dynami
1/N approach has some similarities to a real-time pertur
tion scheme along the Keldysh contour developed
König.22 Perturbing in powers of the lead-dot coupling ge
erates an increasing number of particle-hole excitations
the leads. In practice a resonant-tunneling approximatio
implemented to restrict the set of diagrams to be conside
Only single particle-hole excitations in the leads were
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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other methods we further simplify the above Hamiltonian. In
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cluded in the off-diagonal elements of the total density m
trix, and the intra-dot Coulomb repulsionU was taken to be
infinite.

We determine the response currents through a quan
dot under the influence of both a small step bias, and a la
pulse. Transient oscillatory phenomena are found. In part
lar, a type of ringing in the current discovered previously
non-interacting electrons is recovered within the 1/N ap-
proach upon settingN51. We compare the behavior of th
response current for spinning and spinless electrons,
demonstrate that the intradot Coulomb interaction chan
both the period of the oscillations and the decay rate of
currents. We further demonstrate that the period of the os
lations, in the case of spinning electrons, does not depen
the dot level energy when the dot level is moved from
Kondo into the mixed valence regime, and thus extend p
vious results in the Kondo regime based on the NCA.8

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we introdu
a generalized time-dependent Newns-Anderson model
describing a quantum dot and its systematic solution usin
1/N expansion of the many-body wave function. Also w
describe how non-zero temperature can be treated in
method and how observables are calculated. In Sec. III
find the current through a quantum dot for a small symme
bias, deep in the linear response regime. In Sec. IV we a
lyze the response of a quantum dot to a large amplitude
for spinless and interacting electrons. We conclude in Se
by discussing the advantages and limitations of the dyna
cal 1/N approach, as well as its future prospects. Details
the equations of motion and the calculation of currents
presented in an Appendix.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

In this section we discuss the correlated-electron mo
that we employ to study time-dependent currents in a qu
tum dot. We then present its systematic solution order
order in powers of 1/N.

A. Generalized Newns-Anderson model

The model we use to analyze transport through a quan
dot is defined by the following generalized time-depend
Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian:
11530
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H~ t !5(
a

@ea
(1)~ t !P̂11ea

(2)~ t !P̂2#ca
†scas

1(
ka

eka~ t !cka
†sckas1

1

AN (
a; ka

3$@Va;ka
(1) ~ t !P̂11Va;ka

(2) ~ t !P̂2#ca
†sckas1H.c.%

1
1

2 (
a

Uaana~na21!1 (
a.b

Uabnanb . ~1!

Here ca
†s is an operator that creates an electron in the

level a with spins andcka
†s creates an electron in a levelk in

the a-lead. Throughout the paper we adopt the followi
notation for the indices: Greek lettersa, b, g, andd label
the left and right leads. Greek letters labels the spin, and a
sum over theN spin components is implied whenever the
is a pair of raised and lowered indices. Operatorna

[ca
†scas counts the occupancy of levela in the dot. Projec-

tion operatorsP̂1 and P̂2 can be written in terms ofna and
project onto the single- and double-occupied dot, resp
tively. Parametersea

(1)(t), ea
(2)(t), Va;k

(1)(t) and Va;k
(2)(t) are

respectively the orbital energies and hybridization matrix
ements for the quantum dot with one or two electrons. T
projection operators enable the use of different couplings
orbital energies depending on the number of electrons in
dot. For simplicity, however, here we assume that the hyb
ization matrix elements are identical, and independent
level index and time:Va;ka

(1) (t)5Va;ka
(2) (t)[V. We also as-

sume that the electronic levels in the dot are the same~apart
from the charging energyUaa): ea

(1)(t)5ea
(2)(t)5ea(t). In

Eq. ~1!, the original hybridization matrix elements are d
vided by a factor ofAN so that the dot level half-width due
to the hybridization with either lead,Da5pruVu25D, is
independent ofN, remaining finite in theN→` limit. The
density of states per spin channel of either lead is denote
r, here is taken to be constant. Coulomb interactionUaa is
the repulsive energy between two electrons that occupy
same dot levela, while Uab is the interaction between elec
trons in different levels. Time-dependence may come
through the conducting leads,eka(t)5eka1Fka(t), the dot
level, ea(t)5ea1Fa(t), or both. FunctionsFa(t) and
Fka(t) may have any time dependence. For instance Fig
illustrates the case of a rectangular pulse bias potential
plied to the left lead keeping both the dot level and right le
unchanged.

To permit a comparison of the dynamical 1/N approach to
r-
g,
e

d

n

FIG. 1. Energy level representation of inte
acting electrons in a quantum dot before, durin
and after application of a bias pulse of amplitud
F to the left lead, holding both the right lea
chemical potential and the dot energy level,ea ,
fixed. HereU is the Coulomb interaction betwee
electrons inside the dot.
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the following we only consider the case of a single levela
50, so for notational simplicity we defineUaa[U in the
rest of the paper. The model then corresponds to the u
one considered by many other authors that treats on
singles-wave level in the quantum dot. However, we stre
that the Hamiltonian@Eq. ~1!#, can also be used to stud
more general and experimentally relevant models.

B. 1ÕN expansion of the wave function

The many-body wavefunction is constructed by syste
atically expanding the Hilbert space into sectors with an
creasing number of particle-hole pairs in the leads. Sec
with more and more particle-hole pairs are reduced by p
n

a
y.
te

he
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ers of 1/N in the expansion. The approach was origina
introduced to study magnetic impurities in metals23 and
mixed-valence compounds,24 and it was first applied to a
dynamical atom-surface scattering problem by Brako a
Newns.25 We have previously applied it to the scattering
alkali26,27 and alkaline-earth ions such as calcium off me
surfaces,28 where in the latter case various Kondo effec
may be expected.29,30 The expansion of the time-depende
wavefunction for the lead-dot-lead system up to ord
O(1/N2) in the spin-singlet~more generally, SU~N!-singlet!
sector may be written in terms of the scalar amplitudesf (t),
ba;ka(t), eLg,ka(t), dka,qb(t), sa;Lg,ka,qb(t), aa;Lg,ka,qb(t),
gLg,Pd,ka,qb(t), andhLg,Pd,ka,qb(t):
uC~ t !&5 f ~ t !u0&1 (
a; k,a

ba;ka~ t !ua;ka&1 (
L, k,g,a

eLg,ka~ t !uLg,ka&1 (
q,k,a,b

dka,qb~ t !uka,qb&

1 (
a; L, q,k,g,a,b

sa;Lg,ka,qb~ t !ua;Lg,ka,qb&S1 (
a; L, q,k,g,a,b

aa;Lg,ka,qb~ t !ua;Lg,ka,qb&A

1 (
L.P, q,k,g,d,a,b

gLg,Pd,ka,qb~ t ! uLg,Pd,ka,qb&S

1 (
L.P, q,k,g,d,a,b

hLg,Pd,ka,qb~ t !uLg,Pd,ka,qb&A1$rest of Hilbert space%. ~2!
e

ert

/
ia-
as

to

ns
The first line of this equation contains the O~1! amplitudes,
the second line has the O(1/N) terms, and the amplitudes i
the third line are O(1/N2). Upper case Roman lettersL andP
label lead levels above the Fermi level, whereas lower c
letters k and q label lead levels below the Fermi energ
Expressions for the basis states in the case of atoms scat
off metal surfaces can be found elsewhere,27 but we rewrite
them here for clarity. The vacuum stateu0& represents an
empty dot, with both leads filled with electrons up to t
Fermi energy. The remaining states, which are all SU~N!
singlets due to the contracted spin indicess ands8, are

ua;ka&5
1

AN
ca

†sckasu0&,

uLg,ka&5
1

AN
cLg

†sckasu0&,

uka,qb&5
1

AN~N21!
c0

†sckasc0
†s8cqbs8u0&,

ua;Lg,ka,qb&S5
1

A2N~N21!
$cLg

†sckasca
†s8cqbs8u0&

1cLg
†scqbsca

†s8ckas8u0&%, ~3!
se

red

ua;Lg,ka,qb&A5
1

A2N~N11!
$cLg

†sckasca
†s8cqbs8u0&

2cLg
†scqbsca

†s8ckas8u0&%,

uLg,Pd,ka,qb&S5
1

A2N~N21!
$cLg

†sckascPd
†s8cqbs8u0&

1cLg
†scqbscPd

†s8ckas8u0&%,

uLg,Pd,ka,qb&A5
1

A2N~N11!
$cLg

†sckascPd
†s8cqbs8u0&

2cLg
†scqbscPd

†s8ckas8u0&%.

We set the Fermi energy to zero (eF[0) before the pulse is
applied (t,t i). An ordering convention is imposed on th
above states such thateq,ek,0 andeL.eP.0. Figure 2
shows a schematic representation of the different Hilb
space sectors appearing in the 1/N expansion up through
O(1/N2). Each row represents a different order in the 1N
expansion, increasing upon moving downwards in the d
gram. The physical interpretation of each of the sectors is
follows: State uLg,ka& represents an electron excited
level L in leadg along with a hole in levelk in leada. State
uka,qb& represents configurations in which two electro
4-3
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of Hilbe
space as organized by the 1/N expansion. The
diagram shows the successive electronic tran
tions due both to the coupling of the dot levels
the leads and the applied bias. Particle-hole ex
tations are produced in both leads. Sectors w
increasing number of particle-hole pairs appear
successive orders in the 1/N expansion. We retain
configurations which are at most of orde
O(1/N2). Not shown, but included in the many
body wave function, are configurations with tw
particle-hole pairs in a single lead, or two pa
ticles in one lead and two holes in the other lea
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occupy the lowest level (a50) of the quantum dot simulta
neously, with two holes left behind in the leads. These c
figurations are suppressed in the limitU→`. States
ua;Lg,ka,qb&S and ua;Lg,ka,qb&A are symmetric~S! and
antisymmetric~A! combinations of the configuration wit
one electron in levelL and holes in levelk of leada and in
level q of lead b. The division of the sector into two part
reflects the fact that the state produced by an electron h
ping to the dot from a continuum levelk while another elec-
tron is excited fromq to L can be distinguished~because the
electrons carry spin! from the state in whichk and q are
interchanged. A similar decomposition is carried out for t
sectors with two particle-hole pairs described by amplitu
g andh.

We neglect, at O(1/N2), the sector corresponding to
singly-occupied dot with a hole and two particle-hole pa
as the amplitude for this sector has five continuum indic
This sector is expected to be important for the physica
interesting case of the Kondo and mixed-valent regimes w
near single occupancy of the quantum dot. Its inclus
would presumably improve the behavior of the dynami
1/N approach at long times, and we leave this for futu
work. Strictly speaking, through O(1/N2) we should also in-
clude sectors corresponding to a doubly occupied quan
dot with one or two particle-hole pairs in addition to the tw
holes in the leads. However, as these configurations are
scribed by amplitudes with up to 6 different continuum ind
ces, and as the amplitudes for these sectors is small~due to
the repulsive Coulomb interaction!, the computational work
required to include the amplitudes is excessive, and we d
them from the equations of motion.

The equations of motion for the amplitudes that appea
Eq. ~2! are given in the Appendix. We note that the terms
11530
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keep in the 1/N expansion is equivalent to summing u
Feynman diagrams, including the crossing ones, up to o
1/N2. The inclusion of crossing diagrams is significant b
cause it is these diagrams that are known to be respon
for the recovery of Fermi liquid behavior at low
temperatures,31 and the disappearance of the Kondo effect
the spinlessN→1 limit.

C. Calculation of observable quantities

We conclude our discussion of the dynamical 1/N method
by explaining how observable quantities such as the curr
are calculated. At zero temperatures, the initial state of
system prior to application of the bias is chosen to be
ground state, which is obtained by the power method. In
grating the equations of motion forward in time then yiel
uC(t)&, and expectation values of observables,Ô, are calcu-
lated periodically during the course of the time evolution:

^Ô~ t !&5^C~ t !uÔuC~ t !&. ~4!

For the particulars of how to calculate the expectation va
of the current operators, see the Appendix.

Most of the results presented in the paper, with the exc
tion of those shown in the final figure, are for the case of z
temperature. At non-zero temperatures we must extend
method.28 Suppose that at an initial timet50, prior to the
application of the bias, we could find the complete set
energy eigenstates and values$uCn(0)&, En% satisfying
HuCn(0)&5EnuCn(0)&. Each of these eigenstates cou
then be evolved forward in time yielding$uCn(t)&%. The
combined thermal and quantum average of any observ
quantity,Ô, would then be given at timet by
4-4
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^Ô~ t !&5
1

Z (
n

^Cn~ t !uÔuCn~ t !&expH 2
En

kBTJ , ~5!

where

Z5(
n

expH 2
En

kBTJ ~6!

is, as usual, the partition function of the system. However
the Hilbert space is enormous in size, the determination
the whole set of time-evolved many-body wave functions
prohibitively difficult. Instead we sample the Hilbert spa
by creating a finite, random, set of wave function
$uJn&, n51, . . . ,nsample%. The wave functions are gene
ated by assigning random numbers to the amplitudes
describe the different sectors of the wave function@Eq. ~2!#.
Each of these randomly generated wave functions is t
weighted by half of the usual Boltzmann factor,

uC̃n~0!&5expH 2
H~0!

2kBT J uJn&, ~7!

and the resulting set of weighted wavefunctions is ti
evolved to yield $uC̃n(t)&%. ~The wave functions are
weighted by half the usual Boltzmann factor so that therm
expectation values, which depend on the square of the w
functions, have the correct weight.! Thermal averages o
each observable such as the current are calculated per
cally during the course of the integration forward in time:

^Ô~ t !&5
1

Z (
n51

nsample

^C̃n~ t !uÔuC̃n~ t !&, ~8!

where

Z5 (
n51

nsample

^C̃n~ t !uC̃n~ t !&5 (
n51

nsample

^C̃n~0!uC̃n~0!&. ~9!

At the very lowest temperatures only a single sample
needed as the approach then reduces to the zero-tempe
power method described above. At non-zero but mode
temperatures, thermal averages overnsample530 random
wave functions suffice, and the convergence of the ther
average may be easily checked by increasing the numbe
samples. We stress that time dependence comes in onl
the wave functions. This makes the present approach ra
straightforward, avoiding cumbersome Green’s function f
malisms based on the Keldysh or Kadanoff-Baym te
niques. On the other hand, the approach is not useful at
high temperatures as an excessive number of samples is
required.

We now present an intuitive picture of how electron
transitions take place as the current flows through the qu
tum dot. Figure 2 shows some of the sectors, up to O(1/N2),
that contribute to the current through a dot subject to
rectangular pulse bias shown in Fig. 1. When the bias
switched on, electronic transitions between the dot and
leads take place. Sectors shown in Fig. 2 in which an e
tron travels from the left to the right leads creating cross-le
particle-hole excitations make the most important contri
11530
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tion to the current. The current through the dot is a con
quence of the formation of particle-hole pairs, with hol
accumulating in one lead and particles in the other. Sec
of the Hilbert space with increasing numbers of particle-h
pairs, and hence higher order in 1/N, become populated a
time goes on. Electronic transitions back down to lower
der sectors also occur, of course, since the Hamiltonia
Hermitian. However, because the phase space of sectors
increasing numbers of particle-hole pairs grows rapidly w
the number of pairs, when the system is driven out of eq
librium, reverse processes back down to lower orders oc
less frequently. This irreversibility may be quantified
terms of an increasing entropy.27

III. RESPONSE TO A SMALL, SYMMETRIC, STEP IN
THE BIAS POTENTIAL

We first apply the dynamical 1/N approach to study the
response of a quantum dot to a small, symmetric, step
potential. We use parameters appropriate for a semicond
ing quantum dot. We either takeU→` or, more realistically,
set U51 or 2 meV comparable to the values reported
Goldhaber-Gordonet al. for the single electron transisto
built on the surface of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure t
led to the reported Kondo effect.2,32 We further set the dot-
lead half-width to beD50.4 meV, andea522D. Thus in
the case of spinning electrons the dot is in the Kondo regi
In a real SET there are several quantized levels with a typ
spacing of order 0.4 meV. However, as mentioned in
previous section, here for simplicity we consider only t
case of a single energy level in the dot. At timet i50.5\/D
the bias on the left lead is suddenly turned on, raising
Fermi energy byF/2, while the right lead is shifted down b
the opposite amount,2F/2, and the dot level is held fixed
The size of the bias is chosen to beF50.05D which is small
enough to induce a linear response in the current.

The leads are assumed to be described by a flat ban
constant density of states with all energies taken to be r
tive to the Fermi energy. The band is taken to be symmetr
about the Fermi energy with a half-bandwidth set atD
54 meV. We useM530 discrete levels both above, an
below, the Fermi energy in our calculations, except for
O(1/N2) amplitudesgLg,Pd,ka,qb(t) and hLg,Pd,ka,qb(t). As
these amplitudes each have four continuum indices, we
tain only 10 levels above, and below, the Fermi energy. T
turns out to suffice as there is little change when only
levels are retained. To improve the discrete description,
continuum of electronic states in the conducting leads
sampled unevenly: the mesh is made finer near the Fe
energy to account for particle-hole excitations of low ener
Specifically, the discrete energy levels below the Fermi
ergy are of the following form:

ek52
D

eg21
@eg(k21/2)/M21#, k51,2, . . . ,M ~10!

with a similar equation for levels above the Fermi ener
Thus, the spacing of the energy levels close to the Fe
energy is reduced from the evenly spaced energy interva
4-5
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D/M by a factor ofg/(eg21)'1/13 for a typical choice of
the sampling parameterg54. The matrix elementsVa;ka

( i ) are
likewise adjusted to compensate for the uneven samplin
the conducting levels.28 We note that the discretization of th
continuum of electronic states in the leads means that we
only study pulses of duration less than a cutoff time:tcuto f f
'2p\/d, whered'D/(13M ) is the level spacing close t
the Fermi energy of the conducting leads. As we show bel
however, the 1/N expansion itself imposes a more seve
restriction on the reliability of the method at long times.

A. Noninteracting spinless electrons„NÄ1…

The case of spinless electrons deserves special atte
as it provides a stringent test of the 1/N expansion, and is
also exactly solvable. For an Anderson impurity model
equilibrium it is known24 that the occupancy of the impurit
at N51 is accurate to within 1% of the exact result wh
terms in the wave function expansion are kept up throu
order 1/N2. In the dynamical case shown in Fig. 3, howev
we find that forea522D the currents decay in time despi

FIG. 3. Response of the electric current per spin channel
tween the left lead and a quantum dot to a small symmetric
step potential. Time is given in units of\/D whereD50.4 meV,
and current is in units ofe/h. A small, symmetric, step bias poten
tial of amplitudeF/250.025D is applied to the left lead and a
opposing bias of20.025D is applied to the right lead. The arrow a
time t5t i50.5\/D indicates the moment when the step in the b
is turned on. The electronic level in the dot is held fixed at ene
ea522D. ~For comparison in theN51 case we also show resul
for ea50.! The noninteracting spinless case as calculated wi
the dynamical 1/N approximation upon settingN51 is compared to
the case of interacting electrons (N52) with U51 and 2 meV and
U5`. Currents initially grow and then decay~evident in the time
range shown here only for the caseN51 andea522D) despite
the fact that the bias remains on. The eventual decay of the cur
is a consequence of continued production of particle-hole pa
saturating the high-order sectors of the 1/N expansion. The respons
current is strongly enhanced in the interacting case with respe
the spinless case due to the presence of a Kondo resonance
Fermi level of the leads. ForU51 and 2 meV, the current is furthe
enhanced reflecting an increase in the Kondo temperature.
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the fact that the bias remains turned on. Insight into
breakdown of the dynamical 1/N expansion can be gleane
from the equilibrium problem discussed by Gunnarssson
Schönhammer.24 They observe that the parameter rangeea
!2D is an unfavorable one for the 1/N expansion. The O~1!
approximation in this limit differs qualitatively from the
O(1/N) and O(1/N2) approximations. In particular there is
large change in variational ground state energy~97% in the
case ofea52D) going from the O~1! to O(1/N) approxi-
mations. This compares to a change of only 18% in ene
for theea50 case. In the dynamical problem the observat
likewise suggests that the caseea522D depicted in Fig. 3
is also unfavorable for the 1/N expansion as higher orde
sectors may be expected to contribute substantially to
wave function. By contrast the otherN51 case ofea50
shown in Fig. 3 exhibits a clear plateau in the currents.
interpret this behavior as follows: As the dot energy leve
raised fromea522D to 0, the many-body wave function
moves closer to the beginning ‘‘root’’ state of the Hilbe
space expansion, the stateu0& in Fig. 2 for which the dot
level is empty. Higher-order terms in the 1/N expansion are
less important in this limit, and the expansion is more ac
rate.

The limited number of particle-hole pairs retained in t
1/N expansion means that electron transfer from one lea
the other ceases when the higher order sectors become
nificantly populated. Therefore, we conclude that the d
namical 1/N approach is limited to rather short times aft
the step in the bias is applied. Inclusion of higher-order s
tors in the 1/N expansion would presumably permit an acc
rate time evolution for longer times. The amplitude of t
O(1/N2) sector for the case of Fig. 3 is quite small when t
current starts to decay, consistent with the observation
the amplitude of the empty dot sectors~first column in Fig.
2! are small in comparison to the singly occupied sect
~second column of Fig. 2!, in the Kondo and mixed-valenc
regimes. Including the O(1/N2) sector consisting of two par
ticle holes in the leads, an electron in the dot and an e
hole in the leads should improve the behavior of the curr
at longer times. However as a practical matter the ra
growth in computational complexity at high orders in th
1/N expansion prohibits extensions to arbitrarily high ord
Cluster expansions based upon exponentials of particle-
creation operators33 may offer a way to obtain more satisfac
tory behavior at long times.

B. Interacting spinning electrons „NÄ2…

Physical electrons have spin, and sinceN52 is a more
favorable case from the standpoint of the 1/N expansion, we
expect~and find! an improved behavior. The Coulomb repu
sion U reduces the size of higher-order corrections as it a
in part to suppress charge-transfer through the dot that le
to the formation of the particle-hole pairs. Furthermore t
Kondo effect in the limitea!2D is already recovered a
O~1! in the 1/N expansion. As shown in Fig. 3, forU→`
there is a strong enhancement in the current in compariso
the spinless case (N51). This is, as expected, from the in
crease of spectral weight at the Fermi level of the leads
to the Kondo resonance. The current is further enhance
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DYNAMICAL 1/ N APPROACH TO TIME-DEPENDENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 115304 ~2004!
finite U51 meV. This can be understood from 1/N calcula-
tions of the spectral density at equilibrium. A decrease inU
results in an increase in the spectral weight at the Fe
energy, reflecting a corresponding increase in the Kondo
ergy scale~see Fig. 9 of Ref. 24!. The point is also illustrated
by an analytical estimate of the Kondo temperature for fin
U based on weak-coupling renormalization-group scaling34

kBTK'ADdotU

2
exp

pea~ea1U !

DdotU
. ~11!

Here Ddot5DL1DR52D is the half-width of the dot leve
due to its hybridization with both leads. This formula yiel
TK'4K. As the weak-coupling expression Eq.~11! is only
reliable at small values ofU, it likely overestimates the
Kondo temperature in the present case ofU/D52.5. It is
worth comparing the Kondo temperature so obtained w
the value extracted from theU→` Bethe-ansatz
expression,1

kBTK5D
e11C2 3/2N

2p S Ddot

pD D 1/N

expH pea

Ddot
J , ~12!

where C50.577216 is Euler’s constant. TakingN52, Eq.
~12! gives onlyTK'185 mK.

Hence, the increase in the Kondo temperature obtai
from Eqs.~12! and ~11! as U is decreased from infinite to
finite values is consistent with the enhancement of the c
rent shown in Fig. 3. We use Eq.~11! to estimate the Kondo
temperature at finite-U in Sec. IV.

IV. RESPONSE TO A LARGE RECTANGULAR PULSE
BIAS POTENTIAL

In this section we study the response of the quantum le
dot-lead system to a large rectangular pulse bias poten
driving the system well beyond the linear response regi
As the response of the dot-lead system is highly nonlin
this situation is quite instructive. We again study both t
N51 and 2 cases, and use the same values forea andU as in
the previous section but withD50.2 meV. The rectangula
pulse bias potential is applied as follows. At timet i
50.5\/D, a sudden upward shift of the bias with amplitu
F is applied to the left lead, leaving the dot energy lev
unchanged, and the right lead unbiased as depicted in Fi
At a later timet5t f the bias is turned off.

A. Noninteracting spinless electrons„NÄ1…

The abrupt rise in the bias generates a ringing in the
sponse currents as a result of coherent electronic transi
between electrons at the Fermi energy in the leads and
dot level. The period of these oscillations was predicted
be12

tp5
2p\

uF2eau
. ~13!

Figure 4 shows, for the caseea522D, the response curren
between the left lead and the dot upon settingN51 in the
1/N expansion. The oscillation period accords with Eq.~13!.
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For the sake of comparison, Fig. 4 also shows the curren
the case of interacting, spinning, electrons. Note that osc
tion period changes when interactions are turned on. As
cussed in the next subsection, this is a consequence o
formation of Kondo resonances at the Fermi energy in e
lead. It is remarkable that the 1/N approach reproduces, i
the N51 limit, the period of the oscillations expected fro
Eq. ~13!. Unlike NCA, the 1/N approach recovers the ex
pected features of non-interacting electrons in theN51
limit. In particular, many-body Kondo resonance
disappear24 at N51 as they must. As mentioned above, t
recovery of independent-particle physics can be attribute
the presence of crossing diagrams in the 1/N expansion.

Also of interest is the duration of the initial respon
peak. The transient response time is shorter in the cas
noninteracting spinless electrons. The transient respo
fades away more slowly because the repulsive Coulomb
teraction inhibits electron motion through the dot.

B. Interacting spinning electrons „NÄ2…

In equilibrium it is well known that a Kondo resonanc
can form at the Fermi energy of the leads. For the ste
state case of constant bias potential, previous NCA calc
tions of spectral density predicted the splitting of the Kon
peak4 into two resonances, one at the Fermi energy of e
lead. The situation studied here is different as we analyze

FIG. 4. Electric current per spin channel between the left le
and a quantum dot due to application of a large rectangular p
bias potential. Time is given in units of\/D whereD50.2 meV,
and current is in units ofe/h. Here the bias of amplitudeF55D is
applied only to the left lead~see Fig. 1!, and the level in the dot is
held fixed atea522D. The bias is turned on abruptly at timet
50.5\/D and off at timet53.5\/D. In the same plot we compar
the noninteracting, spinless case (N51) with the N52 case for
both theU→` limit and for the experimentally relevant value o
U52 meV of a SET~Ref. 2!. The transient response time of th
interacting electrons is longer than for noninteracting electrons.
can be seen upon comparison with the time scales~horizontal lines!
the period of the oscillations also increases asN changes from 1 to
2, in accord with the formulatp52p\/uF2eau but only if we set
ea50 in the case of spinning electrons.
4-7
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J. MERINO AND J. B. MARSTON PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 115304 ~2004!
response to a short pulse rather than the steady state b
ior. Nevertheless, the behavior is still consistent with the s
Kondo peak picture.

Figure 5 shows that the response current does not o
Eq. ~13!. Instead the current oscillates with a period that
independent ofea , and depends only on the bias. The peri
can be seen to be 2p\/F, which agrees with Eq.~13! only
upon settingea50. Figure 6 also demonstrates that the p
riod of the oscillations remains nearly constant as the ene
of the quantum dot level is varied fromea50 ~mixed-
valence regime! to ea523D ~Kondo regime!. Large biases
split the Kondo peak in two, and the resulting many-bo
resonances are separated by energyF. Electronic transitions
between these two peaks induce oscillations of per
2p\/F. The 1/N calculation agrees qualitatively with th
NCA calculation of Plihal, Langreth, and Nordlander.8 Fig-
ures 5 and 6 show that the split-peak interpretation ho
even for very large biases,F52D to 10D, and also in the
mixed-valence regime. Figure 6 also shows that the ma
tude of the response current gradually decreases, and
transient oscillations damp out more quickly, as the dot
ergy level is moved downwards in energy. Insight into th
behavior may again be attained from study of a quantum
in equilibrium. In the limitea /D→2` the Kondo scale van
ishes and the spectral weight at the Fermi energy is s
pressed. The dot enters the Coulomb blockade regime, in
iting the flow of current.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the electronic current per spin chan
between the left lead and the quantum dot on the amplitude,F, of
the externally applied rectangular pulse bias potential~see Fig. 1!.
Time is in units of\/D whereD50.2 meV, and current is in units
of e/h. We consider interacting spinning electrons (N52) and take
U→`. The quantum dot level is either in the Kondo regim
(ea /D522) or in the mixed valent regime (ea /D520.5). The
pulse starts at timet50.5\/D and ends at timet53.5\/D. The
current is plotted for different applied biases:F52D,5D, and
10D. A comparison of time scales~horizontal lines! shows that the
period of the oscillations does not obey Eq.~13! but rather tp

52p\/F.
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FIG. 6. Electric current per spin channel between the left le
and the quantum dot for different dot level energies. Time is in un
of \/D whereD50.2 meV, and current is in units ofe/h. We fix
N52 and U52 meV, values appropriate for a semiconducti
quantum dot. A rectangular pulse bias potential of amplitudeF
55D is applied with the dot level set atea523D, 22D, and
20.5D. The pulse is abruptly turned on at timet50.5\/D and off
at timet53.5\/D as marked by the arrows. We find that the peri
of the oscillations remains constant even as the quantum dot lev
moved from the Kondo into the mixed-valence regime. Asea /D
becomes more negative the Kondo scale decreases and the m
tude of the current is also suppressed.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the response current
spin channel through a quantum dot. Noninteracting spinlessN
51) electrons are compared to interacting spinful electronsN
52). Time is in units of\/D whereD50.2 meV, and current is in
units of e/h. A rectangular pulse bias potential of amplitudeF
55D is applied. We setea522D, and for the interacting case w
setU52 meV. In contrast to the noninteracting spinless case,
interacting spinful electrons the period of the oscillations and
magnitude of the current decrease significantly as the temperatu
increased, approaching those of the spinless system.

el
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Finally we discuss the effect of non-zero temperature
the response currents. Figure 7 shows, for both noninter
ing spinless and interacting spinning electrons, the curre
at three temperatures:T5100, 300 and 500 mK. The latte
temperature is sufficiently high that multiple particle-ho
pairs will be excited, as the level spacing is onlyD/(13M )
'120 mK at the Fermi energy; therefore the Hilbert spa
restriction to at most two particle-hole pairs is a severe lim
tation. Nevertheless, there is little change in the respons
the spinless electrons as the temperature is increased. T
as it should be since the temperatures are still well below
Fermi temperature of the leads. By contrast theN52 case
shows a significant decrease in the current magnitude,
especially the oscillations, at the higher temperatures. U
the finite-U formula @Eq. ~11!# with U/D510, yields TK
'600 mK. Considering the uncertainities involved in es
mating the Kondo temperature@Eq. ~11! gives the order of
magnitude but the exact multiplicative factor is unknow#
we can expect a suppression of the Kondo resonance an
associated effects at 500 mK. The behavior of the curre
shown in Fig. 7 is consistent with this interpretation, as
period of the transient oscillations decreases to approach
of the spinless system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a method for calculating the respo
of a quantum dot to time-dependent bias potentials. The
proach, which is based upon a truncation of the Hilb
space, is systematic because corrections can be incorpo
by including higher powers in the 1/N expansion. In agree
ment with previous approaches we find coherent oscillati
in the response currents at low temperatures. We note
although the frequency of these oscillations is of orde
terahertz for parameters typical of quantum dot devices
should be possible to detect the oscillations experimental35

The dynamical 1/N approach permits a realistic descriptio
of the quantum dot as finite Coulomb repulsion and multi
dot levels may be modeled. For typical device paramet
response currents are qualitatively similar to those found
the U→` limit. However, the magnitude of the current
larger.

We also discussed an extension of the dynamical 1/N ex-
pansion to treat the case of non-zero temperature. In the
of interacting spinning electrons the magnitude of the c
rents, and the nature of the transient response are sensiti
relative size of the system temperature in comparison to
Kondo temperature. In contrast non-interacting spinless e
trons show little temperature dependence.

The dynamical 1/N approach complements other metho
such as the NCA and the TDMRG algorithm. The prima
limitation of the dynamical 1/N approach comes from th
truncation of the Hilbert space in which only a small numb
of particle-hole pairs~in this paper, at most two! are permit-
ted. Hence, as it stands the method is not well suited for
study of steady state situations, and we cannot use it,
instance, to answer the question of whether or not a lead-
lead system exhibits coherent oscillations at long times.36,37

As the NCA sums up an infinite set of Feynman diagram
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including ones with arbitrary numbers of particle-hole pai
it provides a far better description of long-time behavi
including steady state current flow. For the same reason
NCA is also superior at high temperature. However fin
Coulomb interactions and other realistic features of lead-d
lead systems are technically difficult to incorporate with
NCA, but not in the dynamical 1/N method. Also, the NCA
shows unphysical behavior in the mixed valence regime
very low temperatures, and in the spinlessN51 limit. The
dynamical 1/N approach does not suffer from these patho
gies. The method shares some features with the TDM
algorithm as both are real-time approaches that truncate
Hilbert space in a systematic, though in a different, fashi
Unlike the present approach, TDMRG can treat strong e
tron interactions between electrons in the leads and can
used to study tunneling between Luttinger liquids.21 On the
other hand, non-interacting electrons in the leads are tre
exactly within the dynamical 1/N approach. In the TDMRG
approach these require as much or more computational e
as interacting electrons.

A complete description of the electronic transport prop
ties in a SET would require taking into account the who
energy spectrum of the quantum dot and would include b
the direct Coulomb repulsion and spin-exchange betw
electrons in different energy levels of the dot. Also the co
ducting leads should be described by realistic densities
states. The dynamical 1/N approach is well suited to accom
modate these complications. Another aspect worth furt
attention is the case of orbital degeneracy of the dot lev
As the degeneracy increases, the Kondo resonance stre
ens, and its width decreases.38 A combined experimental and
theoretical exploration of the effect of orbital degeneracy
transport properties would be interesting. Finally, it shou
also be possible to extend the method to describe
coupled quantum dots attached to leads.39 Competition be-
tween Kondo resonances and spin-exchange between the
dots leads to unusual features such as a non-Fermi liq
fixed point.40,41Probing nonlinear transport as the paramet
are tuned through this fixed point42 could possibly shed som
light on the physics of heavy-fermion materials.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we present details of the equations
motion and the calculation of the currents.
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1. Equations of motion

Equations of motion appropriate for the atom-surfa
scattering problem have been published elsewhere.27 We re-
write them here, generalizing the equations to include t
sectors that are of order O(1/N2) and substituting two con
ducting leads for the metallic surface. To remove diago
terms in the equations of motion we introduce the ph
factor

fa
( i )~ t ![

1

\E0

t

ea
( i )~ t8!dt8, ~A1!
11530
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which is the phase of the quantum dot level when it is d
coupled from the leads, and

fka~ t ![
1

\E0

t

eka~ t8!dt8, ~A2!

the phase of the electronic levels in the decoupled lea
Upon projecting the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
onto the different sectors of the Hilbert space, the equati
of motion may then be extracted. Following Refs. 26 and
we use capital letters to denote amplitudes in which the
agonal phases of the corresponding lower case amplitu
have been factored out:
i\
d

dt
F5 (

a;ka
Va;ka

(1)* exp$ i @fka~ t !2fa
(1)~ t !#%Ba;ka ,

i\
d

dt
Ba;ka5Va;ka

(1) exp$ i @fa
(1)~ t !2fka~ t !#%F

1da,0A121/N(
q,b

V0;qb
(2)* exp$2 i @U2fqb~ t !12f0

(2)~ t !2f0
(1)~ t !#%@u~k2q!Dka,qb

1u~q2k!Dqb,ka#

1
1

AN(
Lg

Va;Lg
(1) exp$ i @fa

(1)~ t !2fLg~ t !#%ELg,ka ,

i\
d

dt
ELgka5

1

AN(
a

Va;Lg
(1)* exp$ i @fLg~ t !2fa

(1)~ t !#%Ba;ka

1AN21

2N (
a;qb

Va;qb
(1)* exp$ i @fqb~ t !2fa

(1)~ t !#%@u~k2q!Sa;Lg,ka,qb1u~q2k!Sa;Lg,qb,ka#

1AN11

2N (
a;qb

Va;qb
(1)* exp$ i @fqb~ t !2fa

(1)~ t !#%@u~k2q!Aa;Lg,ka,qb2u~q2k!Aa;Lg,qb,ka#,

i\
d

dt
Dka,qb5A121/NV0;qb

(2) exp$ i @U2fqb~ t !12f0
(2)~ t !2f0

(1)~ t !#%B0;ka

1A121/NV0;ka
(2) exp$ i @U2fka~ t !12f0

(2)~ t !2f0
(1)~ t !#%B0;qb

1A2

N(
Lg

V0;Lg
(2) exp$ i @U2fLg~ t !12f0

(2)~ t !2f0
(1)~ t !#%S0;Lg,ka,qb , ~A3!

i\
d

dt
Sa;Lg,ka,qb5da,0A2

N
V0;Lg

(2)* exp$2 i @U2fLg12f0
(2)~ t !2f0

(1)~ t !#%Dka,qb

1AN21

2N
@Va;qb

(1) exp$ i @fa
(1)~ t !2fqb~ t !#%ELg,ka1Va;ka

(1) exp$ i @fa
(1)~ t !2fka~ t !#%ELg,qb#

1
1

AN(
Jd

Va;Jd
(1)* exp$ i @fJd~ t !2fa

(1)~ t !#%@u~L2J!Ga;Lg,Jd,ka,qb1u~J2L !Ga;Jd,Lg,ka,qb#,

i\
d

dt
Aa;Lg,ka,qb5AN11

2N
@Va;qb

(1) exp$ i @fa
(1)~ t !2fqb~ t !#%ELg,ka2Va;ka

(1) exp$ i @fa
(1)~ t !2fka~ t !#%ELg,qb#

1
1

AN(
Jd

Va;Jd
(1)* exp$ i @fJd~ t !2fa

(1)~ t !#%@u~L2J!Ha;Lg,Jd,ka,qb2u~J2L !Ha;Jd,Lg,ka,qb#,
4-10
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i\
d

dt
GLg,Jd,ka,qb5

1

AN
Va;Jd

(1)* exp$ i @fJd~ t !2fa
(1)~ t !#%Sa;Lg,ka,qb1

1

AN
Va;Lg

(1)* exp$ i @fLg~ t !2fa
(1)~ t !#%Sa;Jd,ka,qb

i\
d

dt
HLg,Jd,ka,qb5

1

AN
Va;Jd

(1)* exp$ i @fJd~ t !2fa
(1)~ t !#%Aa;Lg,ka,qb2

1

AN
Va;Lg

(1)* exp$ i @fLg~ t !2fa
(1)~ t !#%Aa;Jd,ka,qb .
a
e

ar
th
th
vo

do

p

ted

s of
Hereu(k2q) and similar terms are unit step functions th
enforces the ordering convention on the continuum indic
The equations of motion are numerically integrated forw
in time using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm wi
adaptive time steps. We monitor the normalization of
wavefunction to ensure that any departure from unitary e
lution remains small, less than 1026.

2. Calculation of currents

A consideration of the rate of change of the quantum
occupancy, as determined from the commutator@na , H#,
permits the straightforward identification of the current o
erators between the dot and the left and right leads:
11530
t
s.
d

e
-

t

-

Ja5
e

\AN(
a;k

$ i @Va;ka
(1)* P̂11Va;ka

(2)* P̂2#cka
†scas1H.c.%

52
2e

\AN
ImH(

a;k
@Va;ka

(1)* P̂11Va;ka
(2)* P̂2#cka

†scasJ ,

~A4!

where as before the Greek indexa refers to either the left or
right lead. The expectation value of the current is calcula
as the quantum and thermal average of the operator@Eq.
~A4!#. For each time-evolved wave functions,C̃n(t), the
corresponding expected current may be expressed in term
the amplitudes in the different sectors:
^C̃n~ t !uJauC̃n~ t !&52
2e

\
ImH(

a;k
Va;ka

(1)* exp$ i @fka~ t !2fa
(1)~ t !#%F* Ba;ka1A121/N(

k,qb
V0;ka

(2)*

3exp$2 i @Ut2fka~ t !12f0
(2)~ t !2f0

(1)~ t !#%

3B0;qb* @u~k2q!Dka,qb1u~q2k!Dqb,ka#1
1

AN (
a;L,qb

Va;La
(1)* exp$ i @fLa~ t !2fa

(1)~ t !#%

3ELa;qb* Ba;qb1AN21

2N (
a;q,Lg,kb

Va;qa
(1)* exp$ i @fqa~ t !2fa

(1)~ t !#%ELg,kb* @u~k2q!

3Sa;Lg,kb,qa1u~q2k!Sa;Lg,qa,kb#1AN11

2N (
a;q,Lg,kb

Va;qa
(1)* exp$ i @fqa~ t !2fa

(1)~ t !#%

3ELg,qa* @u~k2q!Aa;Lg,kb,qa2u~q2k!Aa;Lg,qa,kb#1A2

N (
L,kg,qb

V0;La
(2)*

3exp$2 i @Ut2fkg~ t !12f0
(2)~ t !2f0

(1)~ t !#%S0;Lakg,qb* Dkg;qb1
1

AN (
a;L,Jb,kg,qd

Va;La
(1)*

3exp$ i @fJb~ t !2fa
(1)~ t !#%Sa;Jb,kg,qd@u~L2J!GLa,Jb,kg,qd* 1u~J2L !GJb,La,kg,qd* #

1
1

AN (
a;L,Jb,kg,qd

Va;La
(1)* exp$ i @fJb~ t !2fa

(1)~ t !#%

3Aa;Jb,kg,qd@u~L2J!HLa,Jb,kg,qd* 2u~J2L !HJb,La,kg,qd* #J ~A5!
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Note that the current remains finite in theN→` limit as the
amplitudes appearing in Eq.~A5! are at most O~1!. Thus Eq.
~A5! is the total current summed over allN spin channels and
divided by a factor ofN, and hence equivalent to the curre
per spin channel~since spin-rotational invariance remain
unbroken!. Figure 2 depicts some of the contributions to t
current between the dot and the leads. At each time step
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